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Due to their sensitivity, robustness and the flat shape, the magnetoelastic sensors create new possibilities of
industrial applications. This paper presents the results of the field tests of using the magnetoelastic sensors with
amorphous alloy ring-shaped cores for ignition detection in locomotive’s diesel engines as well as measurements
of the torque during the operation of ball valves. Presented results confirm usability of amorphous alloy based,
magnetoelastic sensors for specific industrial applications.
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1. Introduction

Magnetoelastic properties of newly developed soft
amorphous alloys have been widely investigated from
both theoretical [1, 2] and sensor development [3, 4] point
of view. Moreover, sensors presented in literature enable
to measure compressive stresses [5], tensile stresses [6]
and torque [7]. On the other hand, possibility of applica-
tion of such sensors in industrial environment seems to be
still not sufficiently verified. For this reason we verified
possibility of application of amorphous alloys-based mag-
netoelastic sensors in specific applications, where possi-
bility of strain-gauge sensors application is highly limited.

One of such application is ignition detection in loco-
motive’s diesel engine. Such detection is very important
for monitoring of proper operation of engine. The lack of
ignition in one of cylinders may lead to decrease of the
efficiency of operation as well as to the serious malfunc-
tion of the engine. As a result lack of ignition should be
detected as soon as possible. The most suitable way of
ignition detection is measurement of pulse of compres-
sive force under the binding screw of the head in a diesel
engine. Strain-gauge sensors are not suitable for such
application due to the fact that sensor has to be flat as
well as it has to operate in very difficult environmental
conditions.

Measurement of torque during the opening and closing
of the ball valve gives information about the ball mal-
function or wearing. On the other hand, in industrial
applications such sensor has to rotate together with ro-
tation of the ball valve shift. For this reason possibility of
application of typical strain-gauge sensors is very limited,
which justifies application of magnetoelastic sensors.

2. Results of the field tests

For ignition detection in diesel engines of locomotives
SM-42, specialized magnetoelastic sensor for compressive
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Fig. 1. Magnetoelastic compressive stress sensors:
(a) schematic diagram of the sensor: 1 — magnetoelas-
tic sensing core, 2 — nonmagnetic backings with grooves
2a for winding, 3 — base backings, (b) magnetoelastic
sensor under the binding screw of the head in a diesel
engine of SM-42 locomotive, (c) plot of output signal
from the magnetoelastic sensor (peaks connected with
ignition in diesel engine’s cylinders are clearly visible).

stress measurements has been developed. In such sen-
sor uniform compressive stresses are applied perpendicu-
larly to the direction of the magnetizing field, utilizing
device [8] presented in Fig. 1a. Magnetoelastic, ring-
-shaped sensing core was made of Fe40Ni38Mo4B18 amor-
phous alloy in as-quenched state. This core was placed
between two nonmagnetic backings, which enables core
to be winded. This method of application of uniform
compressive stresses to the ring-shaped core may be also
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Fig. 2. Magnetoelastic torque sensors: (a) schematic
diagram of the torque sensor: 1 — magnetoelastic sens-
ing core, 2 — nonmagnetic backings fixed to the core,
3 — winding, (b) specialized setup for testing of ball
valves: 1 — magnetoelastic torque sensor, 2 — ball
valve SNL 2′′, 3 — electronic circuit of magnetoelastic
transducer, 4 — pneumatic actuator for valve control,
(c) torque Ts versus angle dependence during the closing
of ball valve.

used for fundamental research in the area of magnetoelas-
tic properties of newly developed magnetic materials [9].
Figure 1b presents location of magnetoelastic sensor un-
der the binding screw of the head in a diesel engine of
SM-42 locomotive, whereas Fig. 1c presents the plot of
output signal from the magnetoelastic sensor. It should
be indicated that in Fig. 1c peaks connected with ignition
in diesel engine’s cylinders are clearly visible.

Tests of possibility of application of magnetoelastic
sensors for torque monitoring during the closing of a valve
was made on SNL 2′′ ball valve for industrial applica-
tions. Principles of operation of magnetoelastic torque
sensors [7] are presented in Fig. 2a. Magnetoelastic core
(1) made of Fe70Ni8Si10B12 alloy in as-quenched state
is fixed to special backings (2), which enable core to be
winded by windings (3), whereas torque is applied by
special shafts. Figure 2b presents specialized setup for
testing of ball valves. Results of these tests are presented
in Fig. 2c. It should be indicated that nearly flat plot of
torque was observed during the closing of the ball valve.

3. Conclusion

The presented results confirm that magnetoelastic sen-
sors may be successfully implemented for industrial ap-
plications. Moreover, for both presented applications,
the magnetoelastic sensors are better than commercially
available strain-gauge sensors. Applied magnetoelastic
sensors are robust, reliable and resistant for environmen-
tal conditions. For this reason developed magnetoelastic
sensors should be considered as important alternative for
industrial applications.
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